
The sole and independent investor,activator,Entrepreneur and trader in all types of
business(Developer,Facilitator ),industries,mines,etc

I am Mohammad Reza Marivani,Mohammad hassan ‘son ,born in 1980/04/15 with Kourdish
race and I am from Iran - Since 2010/11/15 , I have been the founder, owner and CEO of Atieh
Sazan Areseh
Tejarat Company in the field of registration trading No. 389372 in Tehran. (marivani.org)
From age 16, I am completely independent and private sector and away from any dependence
and advertising or enlargement, performing thousands of trillion Tomans of unprecedented
business plans, even my own combination and only my own personal investment that revitalizes
or develops a variety of: industries, mines, manufactures and services and I’ve been
appreciated many times for this.
Many entrepreneurs by myself are the result of my good and successful history in trading with
my investment that is completely independent and private without any dependence and
connection with all kinds of topics (bank, government relations , political, etc.) - So I do this
through my work in the areas of preservation (human rights, families and general happiness of
human beings) especially the proportion of workers society and middle classes of people in
Iranian society.
For example:

My offer to countries of the world:
With its fully personal and independent investment and without the need for any facilities (bank,
government, political, etc.) and without any cost and hassle for any people & government
country.
I am ready to negotiate, revive or guarantee unprecedented and guaranteed development of
any industries, mines, manufactures, trade and service centers (therapeutic, tourist, excellent
scientific, inventors, start-ups, research, artistic, cultural, sport, educational, recreational,
construction, insurance and financial institutions and banks, etc.) especially weak, stagnant or
closed.

Excellent entrepreneurship and lowering unemployment rates guaranteed, the least result of
doing my business-investment activities, the protection of (human rights, the happiness of the
family, the general of human beings ) it can be especially towards the workers society and
working middle class peoples in all countries. I do solely by helping to accomplish valuable
human goals and so on to international organizations (united nations, human rights, food and
medicine org. , peace and global amnesty, combating global terrorists, etc.) with submitting of
my highest respect for these organisations and their goals, on my behalf, as far as possible, to
distract poverty and unemployment from the lives of the world’s human beings, which eliminate
the motives for committing various crimes, especially: addictions, all kinds of smuggling, theft,
conflict and even terrorists, etc.


